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Pitas Point – Ventura thrust is part of the Western Transverse Ranges 
Fold-and-Thrust belt



Holocene coastal emergence from Ventura to Carpinteria













Dylan Rood will talk about some of the new chronologic constraints

Conformable stratigraphy argues for recent initiation of folding, 
which we interpret as the southward propagation of the thrust system 









Emergent Holocene marine terraces at Pitas Point



Four well-formed 
Holocene terraces
on the east side of
Pitas Point mapped 
in 1940 imagery, 
and superposed 
onto Google Earth 
imagery

Note the location 
of VEN 27
archeological site



Three broad terraces west of Pitas Point, with the 4th as a narrow bench
1928 Fairchild imagery

Google Earth imagery



We surveyed the terraces 
with differential GPS 
augmented with LiDAR
profiles (USGS LiDAR 
set combined with NOAA 
coastal LiDAR)



4th terrace reaches a maximum surveyed elevation of 31 m east of 
Madranio Canyon, which when corrected for Holocene sea level, implies
38 m of uplift. Uplift is probably greater at the fold crest. Uplift west of 
the anticline drops rapidly towards La Conchita.



VEN 27 is an
archeologic site 
straddling the fore-
edge of the 2nd

emergent terrace
on the east side of 
Pitas Point.

VEN 27 is now 
Under the 101 
freeway, but
archeological 
studies were 
conducted prior
to the freeway 
construction in the 
1970’s



Surveyed Topography at the VEN 27 archeological site @ Pitas Point
along with trench and pit exposures. Trenches at VEN 202 west of PP.



Radiocarbon age PDFs plotted by terrace. 
Red PDFs represent the inferred ages of the uplift events.

Only a few dates have ages that overlap with the next higher terrace, 
implying that they are reworked. The rest are assumed to represent 
the period of terrace occupation by the sea.



Terrace emergence at 0.95 ka, 
2.09 ka, 4.4 ka, and 6.67 ka



4th terrace reaches a maximum surveyed elevation of 31 m east of 
Madranio Canyon, which when corrected for Holocene sea level, implies
38 m of uplift in 6.7 ka. This yields a minimum uplift rate of 5.7 mm/yr,
which is a little slower than the long term rate (6.4-7.1 mm/yr)



Holocene marine terraces indicate large uplift events of 8-11 m, which 
require big faults.  Worldwide, this magnitude of uplift is typically 
associate with earthquakes in the M8 range. 

Uplift is punctuated, implying that it is co-seismic. We attribute this to 
large slip events on the Pitas Point thrust fault, which is blind at Pitas 
Point and Punta Gorda, resulting in co-seismic folding of the Ventura 
Avenue anticline trend of folds in the hanging wall of the thrust.

The recurrence interval for large earthquakes on the Pitas Point thrust 
is 1-2 ka.

It has been ~950 years since the last truly large earthquake on the Pitas 
Point Thrust (which is incongruent with the timing of the MRE 
interpreted for the Ventura fault – Dolan will talk about this.), which 
suggests that we may be coming into the window of another large EQ.
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Transverse Ranges
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San Cayetano Fault Study
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San Cayetano Fault
AD 1641-1950

AD 1660-1950

AD 1478-1648

Very young, possibly historical rupture w/ 5 m slip
Penultimate capped by 500 year-old sediments
RI estimated at ~500-750 years


